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NmOTLAA'~t LA~va,s'oom,~l,'H W:mm~. in its typical form is charactcrised
by green flower colmn" and complete lack of anthocyanin in the pc~a]s, by
the dark co]our of the ~nthers and ~he presence of blue pollen grains,
and finally by its complete self-fertility. Other typical characters, such
as the shape and size of the petals, will not be considered further. In
the ~axonomic litcratm~e :several va.ricties dithering from the type are
described which are most probably the result of segregation after natural
crossing.
N. Scbrtdcrae 5o1'5. is the collective name of a large number of garden
forms which are probably segregates of crosses between two true species,
N. elate and N. Forgetiana. The latter, according to the original description, is a plant with comparatively small scarlet flowers. The anthers are
dark, but the pollen is yellowish white. It flowers by day, while N. c&ttc~
is a night-flowering plant adapted to pollination by moths. The flowers of
elate are very large. The petals are ivory coloured on the inner side and
greenish magenta outside. As in Forgctiana the anthers are dark and ~he
pollgn yellowish white. Among the Sa,ncl,erc~e types all possible combinations may be found, including plants with magenta petals or with an
ivory colour over scarlet. The size of the flowers also varies widely. One
"albino" variety is characterised by the complete absence of anthocyarkin and related pigments in all organs of the plant, such as stem base,
petals and anthers. The seeds, which in all the other forms are dark
brown and round, are whitish yellow and wrinkled on white-flowered
plants. All the Fo~getiana-Sandc,ras_ala, ta types, with only a very few
exceptions, are self-stgrile.
The inheritance of parasterility in Sanderae and of fertility in
Lcvngsdo~'2~i has been very completeiy anMysed (East and co-workers,
1915-33; Brieger, 1927, 1930 b; Anderson and de Winton, 1931). The
1 Late of the KMscr Wilhelm Ins~ibu~ ffir Biologic t~nd the Plant Physiological Insgii,u~,o
of ghe Universit;y, Berlin.
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analysis of the other characters is not yet very far advanced (of. NatmmrG
1933). We shall refer to the publications later when presenting our
results.
The chief object of the present paper is to show how far the segregation of..colour factors, which are comparatively easily alfalysed, ma.y be
affected by gametic elimination due to linkage with the parasterility
factors.
The experhnen~s were started in 1926-7 and have been carried on
since. ~![ost of the results were obtained[ several years ago and published
in preliminary communications (1929, 1930 a,). The final publicM,ion,
.however, was held over for the appearance of a paper by East (1932) on
similar material.
The pla.nts were grown at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut, Berlin-Dahlem,
and my gratitude is due to the late Prof. Correns for giving me all
facilities necessary.' I wish also to thank Herr Inspektor Jenke for his
carefu.1 supervision of my cultures.
FE~TInIex~ vex'sits PA~ASTEmS1TY.
The parasterility in N@otia~zc~Sa~de,rae is due to the act~ion of a series
of muttiple allelomorphs S~, So, etc., acting in the :following way (East
and Mangelsdorf, 1.925, 1926). Pollen tubes carrying an S-allele are not
able to grow down a style carrying the same allele at a speed sufficient to
allow of their effecting iertilisation. This inhibitive action may vary
according to the presence of nrodifiers (Brieger, 1927, 1930 b; East and
Yarnell, 1929) or to s]?ecific physiological conditions (end-season or bud
pseudofertility according to East).
The fertility factor S~ of Lao~gsdor~4 has no such inhibiting effect.
Furthermore, it does not affect the action of other S-alleles present in a
diploid pla.nt (East, 1932). A heterozygote S~S1, for instance, when
selfed, produces only S~S~ and S~St plants, in equal numbers, owing to
the elimination of all S, pollen tubes. East proved this assumption
mainly by using back-crosses. Ke gave no extensive data on selfed F 1
hybrids hetween La,'Jzgsdo~i and Sc~de~'rte.
Our/~1 plants behaved as would be expected. After selfing old flowers
(not huds) a majority of self-fertile plants was obtained. The few selfsterile offspring (less than 3 per cent., see Table I) cat be explained in
several ways. It is, for instance, possible tha, t modifyiag factors were
present, such as the hypothetical A factors of East (1932) which occasionally permitted a pollen tube carrying the sterility allele to aecom.plish fertilisation after selfing. Apart from this small mLmher of self-
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steriles obtained after selfing the F~ the results are in accordance with
those of East. The same is true concerning tim inheritance of factors
linked with ~he S-alleles, as we shall see later. One point, however, in
East's experiments I was not able to verify.
East (1932) reports that in his crosses the parasterility factors in the
plasma "largely derived from Langsdorffbi" when homozygous produced
rune sterility. In my mate riM the re, robe,: of male steriles was extremely
low, and not higbe,: than in pure Sa, v,de~'a,c crosses. The freq,eney was not
eom~ected with any particular eytopla,sm.
TABLE I.
Nx
F1~ selfed. ]~angsdortl~i cytopla,sm.
Family
:[L~k 27
1=[]) 27

Self-fertile
41
66

I:[E 27

53

J-fG 27
}[H: 27
To~M

21.
27
208

Self-st~erile
4,
1
1
--6

Wighou~ p o l l e n

i
--2
-3

T H E W H I T E ;FLOWF~,R, FACTOI~, C.

Brieger and ~{angelsdor[ (1926, 1927) have shown t h a t the absence
of anthocyanin and related pigments in some Sa,nderae lines is due to a
single recessive factor c. The segregation oI Cc heterozygotes is quite
normM. I have found the same again ill the back-crosses of La,ngsdo.~ffiiSanderae hybrids heterozygous for this factor, the former species being
Mways CC. Using the heterozygotes as females, I obtained good agreemeng with expectation both in the results of individual Ianfilies and in the
total (49-5 per cent. in ~95 plants, of. Table II). In the reciprocM backcross, however, there is Mways a slight excess of the recessive type, both
in indlvidual families and in the total (57 per cent. in 361 plants, cf.
Table III). The deviation is just a little smMler than three times the
standard error (2.78). But as all families deviate in the same direction
~his small deviation is statistically signiticaut. A possible explanation is
t h a t in the heterozygote used as male parent there is slight pollen tube
competition. The S~ pollen tubes which carry the linked domhlant gene
C in 80 per cent. m a y ~ o w just a little slower than the pollen tubes
carrying ~he S x allele and the c factor fl'om Sanda,rae.
In another set of crosses hlvol~Jag mainly Sa'n&,rae families I fotmd,
however, a much higher deviation from expectation. A flfily self-sterile
red-flowered line corresponding to N. Forgetiane was crossed with a
J o u r n . of Genetics x x x
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white-ltowered 6'anderac which was also self-sBerile, but was easily selfed
iu t,he bud. All t~he F 1 plants were red-flowered. As t;hey all came from
white seeds, t]~e white-flowered plant, having been used as the mother,
they must all have been hybrids and ihave had the constitution Gc.
These hybrids gave, after bud selfing, ~lot 25 per cent. of whiteflowered plants as expected, but, 55.5 per cent. (33 in 59 plants). I-Iere
again pollen-tube competit, ion may be t,he cause of the excess. The Sall61e which was linked with t'he G factor came from the completely selfsterile parent, and pollen tubes carrying this particular S gene may be
slower than those carrying the factor from the pseudofertile parent.
Assuming ~hat, only the latter accomplished fei~bilisation and tha~
crossing-over between S and C amounted to 20 per cent., we should
expect abou~ 40 per cent. white-flowered plants. We have found a higher
percentage, but the numbers are t,oo small go decide whether the deviation is significant.
The back-cross data show that' pollen-tube competition cannot be the
only disturbing factor. Using the heterozygote as femNe, only two out of
five families gave as expected 50 per cent. white-flowered plant's (50 in
98, 55 in 109). Two other families gave no whit'es at all (in ]0d: and ll0),
and one gave about 3 per cent'. (5 in 131). In ~he reciprocal cross ~wo
families gave about 14 per cent. of reoessives (5 in 53, 9 in 62). I am quite
unable t,o explain these pemdiar results but hope that further experiments
may lead to a solution.
THE IVOI~Y FLOIYER COLOUI~ i.

The ivory factor of cdata inhibits the development of anthocyanin on
the upper (inner) sm'face of the petals. The stem, and also the outer
surface of the petals, may develop anthocyanin in varying degree,
depending on other factors present and external conditions. The d omi~ant
gene I permits the full development of pigment. The seeds are always
brown and romld.
The segregation of this factor pair is normal. In the data of Brieger
and ~{angelsdorf there was always a small deficit of ivory plants (~P~'7 per
cettt, instead of 50 per cent. in 11t- back-crosses plants and 17.3 per cent.
i~stead of 25 per cent. in 203 JF2 plants). This deficit, is not found in the
families repol~ed here. Four back-cross families (Table IV) gave a total
of 350 coloured and 323 ivory plants (-1-8.0 per cent.), and two F 2 families,
expected to give a 3 : I segregation, gave S1 ivory plal~t's in 305 ]?lants,
or 26.6 per cent.
6-2,

8,1: ~fhe 6~'ro.ss betwee~ N. L a n g s d o r f f i i a,~7,d N. S a n d e r a e
The P factor of East (1932) and the F factor of Skalinska (1921) may
be identical with I.

~IMULTANEOUS SEGI~EGA'I'ION FOll WHITE AND IV01~Y.

A distinction between white and ivory plants is gcnerMly possible,
the former havi~lg green buds while if1 the latter: the tips of the buds are
generally brownish (anthocyanin plus chlorophyll). But in cases in which
this cha,racter is not very clearly expressed, the types can be distinguished only by the colom' and shape of the seeds: white angular
versus brown round. However, in plants with blue pollen even this
distinction cannot be used. All plants with blue pollen have round brown
seeds regardless of whether they carry the gene C or are homozygous cc.
Therefore in families segregating for both :factors I/i and C/c and the
pollen colour, I have classified the recessive b~pes ii C, I c c or ii cc all in
one group "white."
In families where the two types could be distinguished it is evident
that cc in suppressing the formation of anthocyanin is epistatic to all
other anthocyanin factors, including i or I.
In Table VII the results of selfing doubly heterozygous/~1 plants arc
summarised. 25 per cent. of the offspring should be ii. The segregation
of the C/c factors is, however, disturbed by the eliminating action of the
self-sterility gene coming from the self-sterile Nande~'ae pa.rent, which is
linked in those plants with the recessive c allele. Of the functioning S~
pollen tubes, 80 par cent. carry the G and 20 per cent. the c allele. Half
of the latter should fertilise C eggs and the other half c eggs. The expected
percentage of cc plants after selfing an old flower would then be 10 per
cent. Taking into consideratiol~ the fact that 25 per cent. of the C plants
will be ii, we should expect 32.5 per cent. "white"-flowered plants.
The numbers actually found are much smaller, and in the total the
minus deviation exceeds four: times the standard error:. From the data
concerning inheritance of pollen colour it seems that this deficiency is due
to the segregation of the I/i genes and not to the G/c factors.
Another cross represents a back-cross for the C/c genes without any
elimination, and an/~2 for the ivory gene (Table VI). 50 per cant. of the
offspring should therefore be cc and of the rest one-quarter or 12"5 per
cent. of the total should be ii. The total expectation of white-flowered
plants amounts to 62.5 par cent. The numbers found agree very well with
this expectation, the deviation being smaller than the standard error.
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C~iZEEN FLOWE:[{ OOLOUI~.

While the flowers of Langsdo~'~i are green, owing to a high content, of
chlorophyll, the flowers of the Sa~zdeme types contain whe~ fully opened
very little if any green pigment at all in the pet, als. The segregation for
t,his character is not easily followed, on accmmt of diflleulties of classifieaTABLE

VIII.

S~ C B~ i Bo Sdfed ,i,,, bu& S~mder~e c?fophtsm.
S~ C b~ I b~"
Petals

...

Pollen
...
N395 = 1 N215 selfed
N 3 9 9 = 3 N 2 1 5 selfed
N ` 4 0 4 = 4 N 2 1 5 selfed
N 3 8 2 = 1N216 seffed
N 3 8 5 = 4 N 2 1 7 seltbd
N405 = 3 N 2 1 7 sel[bd
TogaI f o u n d
% found
% expected
% s t a n d a r d error
% derivation

'

Colm~red
:Blue
35
3~t
26
44
37
21
197
43.6
38.3
2.3
+5.3

Whige

White
2
6
'49
36
39
30
162
36.2
36-7
2.3
-0.5

:Blue
5
6
6
18
16
9
60
13.4
18.0
1.8
-4.6

White
6
9
0
0
2
13
30
6.7
7,0
1.2
-0.3

Togal
48
55
81
98
94
73
449

%

%

whit~e
flower
26.1
27.3
7'4
18-4
19'2
27'4:

while
pollen
].7.4
27.3
60.5
37'8
`43.6
57'5

20"1.

42.7
43'7
2"3
-1,0

25-0
2.0
-4'9

TABLE IX.

Seg,regatio~ in back-crosses of G g to g g . 6fytoplas,m,fi'om
N u m b e r in
family
].63

F 1 plant used as
_.

7~
3(~d~

~
c~

c~
!
57~
i~

~?

flea.

51.0

+

1.0

-

6.8

94
1'43
196
102
120
135
157
71
135
138
10`4

52.1
52.454'0
54.9
56.7
57.0
57.3
57.7
57.8
59.4
63'5

+ 2.1
+ 2.4
+ 4.0
+ 4.9
+ 6.7
+ 7.0
+ 7.3
+ 7.7
+ 7.8
+ 9"4
+13.5

+
+
+

5.7
5.4
3.8
2.9
1.1
0.8
0.5
0'1
0'1
1"6
5'7

+

6.2

6'4.0

plants

chlorophyll

+ 26.8
+ 7.8 %
(-_A 1.17}

the distinction

is g e n e r a l l y

one

family

the

recessive

families
type

+ ] 9'0

dit~eult to distinguish

from those with little or none.

The results of 16 back-cross
but

+14.0

76.8
57.8 %
50,0 %

In the colom'ed types it is especially
much

ivory

179

1] 2
2122

Tot~al found
Expected

with

% non-green
36.8

125

?

S~nderae.
Deviation
~J,h'om 50 %
F r o m 57.8 9o
- 13.2
- 21.0

flowers

Iu the white

and

easy.
are given

without

in Table

chlorophyll

IX,

In

in t h e p e t a l s

all
is
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siguificantly in excess. In the total of 2122 plants 57.8 per cent. arc nongreen, instead of 50 per cent. This deviation is about seven times the
standard error. If we calculate the deviations from the value actually
found for all families (i.e. 57.8 per cent.), the distribution of plus and
minus deviations is fairly normal.
The sieuation becomes still more complicated if we consider the four
flower types separ~tely. Adding the da,ta in Tables II, III, IV and VI we
find in the classes with anthocyanin in the petals, and blue pollen,
55.,1-per cent. o1! 314: plants be be non-green, in the class "white or
i v o r y " +blue pollen, 52.6 per cent. of 188 ]?]ants and in the class "white
or i v o r y " +white pollen the resNts are 54"0 per cent. in 846. The excesses
are small but always tend in the same direction. The fourth class wit]l
full-eoloured flowers and white pollen gave an excess which is, however,
of a very different magnitude, 76.8 per cent. in 609 plants being nongreen. This excess is about 13 times the standard error.
These aberrations cannot be connected with pollen tube competition
because the deviations were found regardless of whether the heretozygotes were used as males or females (of. Table IX).
In the few F2 families analysed there is always a deficiency ill the
green class, not an excess. Iu the total of 336 plants 20.5 per cent. were
non-green instead of 25 per cent., and in the largest family of 152 plants
only 10.0 per cent. green plants were found. Here again the deviation in
the full colour+white pollen class is the biggest, while the other three
types segregate almost normally into 3 green to 1 non-green.
I am unable to explain these deviations. I think, however, one is
justified in assuming t h a t one main dominant factor G causes the development of chlorophyll to its full extent; but one cannot at present say
whether special modifiers or complicated gene interactions cause the
deviations in general, and especiNly the different segregation in the four
flower types. Cytoplasmic influence can at present be neither proved nor
disproved. Incidentally all back-cross families had Sc~dc~'c~,c cytoplasm,
while the f~ families had Lc~ngsdor~i plasma. Further experinaents are in
progress to make this point clear.
The inheritance of the green pigment in t h e Lc~,~Nsdo~i-Nm~de,ra.c
crosses has been studied by Skalinska and by East. Skalinska (1921)
found a more complex segregation. I t cannot be doubted that there
exist several modifying :factors. I was, however, rulable to separate more
than the main types, v e r y green vc~'sus non-green, in the segregating
fa,milies.
East (1932) also stages that there is one ma,in dominant factor present,

F . G. B~E~iEcmg
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and his totals give a :fairly good monofactorial segregation (F 1 x £'c~derae
14-6 green : 190 not green, Sandera, e × F 1 101 green : 87 not green). The
individual data of his families, ranging h:om about 19 to 66 and mostly
numbering about 40 plants, are used as the basis of a fact, orial scheme
involving three factor pah:s and assuming also an influence of the
Sa,ude,ra, e cytoplasm. No conclusive statistical proof of these assmnptions
can be obtained fl'om the small data. In his earlier publication (1916)
East found in each o] foul: F z families a deficit of recessive non-green
plants as compared with the expectation of 25 per cent. : 23.7 per cent.
in 257 plants, 23.1. in 65, 21..1 in 72 and 7.9 in 76 plants. One F a family
gave 20.6 per cent. in a toga] of 141 ]plants. Thus East's and m y data
agree exactly. There w a s always a deficit of the recessive type after
selfin.g heterozygotes, while back-crosses gave mostly an excess and o N y
twice in 18 families a deficit.
The Fa data reported b y E. Anderson and de Winton (1931) correspond to a normal 3 : I ratio (36 : 11).
THE P~ED

ILLOWEI¢, COLOUI~,

I~.

The red colour o] N. l~o,~qel,ia,.~,a, is mainly due to one dominant gene
R. The recessive g e n e r is present in all other &~,~,dera,e types and in
Lao~g,sdor~, and causes a magenta flower colour. Both genes are effective
only in presence of the two basic factors C and I.
The segregation is not always simple. The colour of the f 1 plants m a y
v a r y according to external conditions. The flowers of the plants grown in
J u l y in the field are always deep red like the Forgetia~zcb parent. But in
the greenhouse, and dec apparently out of doors, under the influence of
lower temperatttre the colour is more or less intermediate between
magenta and red. I t is therefore not astonishing that the scoring of F~
families is not always possible.
Out of 14 back-cross families seven gave a normal monohybrid segregation, 317 plants being red-flowered and 307 magenta~fiowered. ]Four
families could not be scored, all 448 plants havhlg different shades of
magenta-red. The last three families gave results which correspond rasher
to a dihybrid ratio. Forty-one plants had scarlet flowers and 1.2,3magenta
flowers. All these families were grown under n o r t o n conclitions in summer
and out of doors.
The different type of segregation, mono- or dihybrid, must be due to
genie causes. All plants were grown under conditions most Iavourable to
the maximum development of the dominant scarlet colour, i.e. out of
doors in summer. Furthermore the cytoplasm did not have any effect.
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Two of the families giving a 1 : 1 ratio and one giving a 1 : 3 segregat,ion
had the cytoplasm of the red-flowered parent. All the remaining 11
families had the plasma of the magenta parent.
BLUE I~OLLEN, B1B,~.
The blue pollen colour of Langsdofffii :is due to two independent
dominan.t factors. Both must be present in order to show any effect.
Plants which have only one or neither of these dominant factors have
white pollen. The pollen colom: is due to a coloration of the exine and is a
sporophytic character.
This factorial scheme is proved, by the result of back-crossing doubly
h eterozygous F~ plants to homozygous recessive Na,ndera,e plants. In a
total of 2122 plants 76.7 per cent. had white pollen. The deviation from
the expected 75 per cent. is only twice the standard error and therefore
not significant. No difference between the two types of back-crosses
could be detected, as will be seen from Table IX.
The segregation in F2, however, did not give such entirely satisfactory results. M t e r selfing in the bud (Table VIII) the total of t[he six
families (447 plants) gave 42-7 per cent. plants with white pollen. This
represents only a slight deviation of 0.9 per cent. from the expected
9 : 7 ]'atio. But the data of the individual families show very divergent
results. Only two families agree with expectation (i~1 98, 37.8 per cent.,
and in 94, 43.6 per cent. white pollen). Two show a great excess, which
goes beyond the statistical limit of three times the standard error (in 73,
57.5 per cent. and in 81, 60"5 per cent. white pollen). The last two
families show a great deviation in the other direction (in 55, 27.3 per cent.
and in 46, 17.4 per cent.). The fact t h a t two families show a signNcant
excess of recessives and two others a deficiency of the same magnitnde
makes it very probable that both deviations are due to the same factor
linked with one of the B loci. The segregating families in this case were
actually not/V 2 generations of ,~ande~'ae x Langsdor~i. /f~ plants carrying
the dominant genes were back-crossed to the recessives, and d o n n e
heterozygotes of these back-cross families were selfed. The back-crosses
themselves showed t h a t two of t h e e 2 plants selected were homozygous
for one of the B factors and gave only a 1 : 1 segregation (4-4- blue : 57
white; 37 blue: 51 white), and that one was a double heterozygote and[
gave a 1 : 3 ratio (21 blue : 9! white).
One of the B factors (B1/b 0 is, as we shall see later, very closely
linked to the G/e factor pair. It is, therefore, also linked with S factors
and[ must give about 20 per cent. crossing-over with them. When
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La,~Wsdo~flii-Sanderae F 2 ]?langs are sel[ed in the open flower, the elimi~xa,ting e:ffecg of the sterility genes mus~ also affec~ the segregation of the
pollen colour factor. The dominant gone B1 being coupled with t/he
fertility gone St we ex])ec~ all but the 20 per cont. cross-over Imbes
to carry t,his dominant gone. 90 per cent. of ~he o~spring, therefore,
obtain the B~ gone, and only 10 per cent;, m:e ]hbj. Of the first group
s have the B~ factor and ~ b2b 2 (22.5 per cent.). 32.5 per cent. of the
,y.
total offspring fail to receive both dominant factors and are, therefore,
char~cflerised by whit;e pollen. The to~al results of all five families
(Table VII) are again in fair agreement wi~h ~his ex~pec~adon, 38.6 :per
cent. in 399 plants having white pollen. The deviation is just a little
smaller ehan three times the staudard error (6.1 per cent. againse
3 x2"2 per cen:g.). Of the individual families three gave an excess of
recessives and show nee,fly the redes expected with no elimiuabion due
T A B L E X.

B t Bo

bt

b2

All i'n Sanderae cyto3)lasm.
F I plank used as
fl ~
6~
2 c~
[~
[*

jo
I~
6 9°
2 c~c2

!
To~l fomld
Expected

n

% wlfi~c

135
120
143
163
94=
14=8
104=
112
196
125
138
71
135
157
102
179
2122

65"8
68.2
68.5
68.7
69.2
73'0
73.1
73"5
76.0
77.6
79"7
80.3
80.7
80'9
83-3
90.2
76.7
75"0

Deviation
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
(±

9.2
6.8
6,5
5.3
5.8
2.0
1.9
1.5
I,O
1.6
3,7
5.3
5-7
5,9
8.3
15.2
1,7
0"8,[)

to linkage with the S factors (in 152, 44.1 per cent. ; in 21, 42.9 per cent. ;
in 136, 42.7 per cent.). The other two give deficient ratios (in 22, 22.2 per
cent. ; in 63, 22.2 per cent.). I t Will be seen t h a t here again, as ill t,he
families obtained after bud l?o]lination, the families giving an excess and
those giving ~ deficienfi ratio compensate each other and in the total give
a statistically satisfactory result. One would seem to be justified in
assuming in both cases the same source for the deviations, i.e. one factor
linked with one of the B loci and fa,vouring the appearance of recessives.
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The segreg,q,tion of pollen eolour in bhis cross was first observed by
Lock (1909), but his :figures are much too small to be of a,ny use. The
//'2 figures published by East (1916) show, as compared with ours, a great
excess of bhte-pollen plants. East, obta,ined in F~ 34-2 blue a,nd 100 whil,e
pollen plants. If the l?ollina~i0ns of the 19, plants were made in the bud
sta, ge, thus avoiding l~he selective action of the S factors, we should
oN?oct a 9 : 7 ratio. If, on the other hand, old flowers were sclfed we should
obtain approximately a, 2 : 1 ratio.
l~ecently ]gust (1.932) arrived at the following interpretation: "Blue
pollen is due .to bhe interaction of three independent complemen'~ary
factors CDB. The factor D (with Q) apparently does not produce blue
pollen." The actual data, of Easl~, however, do not, confirm this trifactorial assumption. Furthermore it is not clear why the eq?ected
values "were calculated by using cross-over ratios" which were found
for "~he lhlkage S-C, the heterozygotes were used as females in backcrosses. The numbers fotmd, 413 blue : 146 white pollen plants, agree very
well with our bifactorial scheme, which should give a 1. : 3 rabio.
In the reciprocal cross, Naude~'aex f l , East "again found some confusion. In certain combinations where S~ and one or perhaps two of the
A factors (assumed to affect the expression of parasterility) are united,
and the cytoplasm comes from N. Sa,nde~'ae, there is a great excess of
light anthers and blue pollen" (p. 197). No figures are given which show
the actual amount o[ this excess. I have not found such protop]asmic
inflttenee. The majority of all such segregating families had the Sande~'ae
cytoplasm and gave, as seen above, as good ratios as the F2 families with
La,ngsdo~'~4, plasma.
@RASSA LEAF.

In several of the Langsdo~'ffi~i-Sande~'ae F~ families plants ocem:red
which were characterised by a very peculiar type of grow'Gh (Figs. I and 2).
The leaves were very narrow, strap-like, and formed a rosette out of which
general]y arose only a short stem with a limited number of flowers. The
growth of these plants was very slow. Crassa plants very often die before
flowering, and need as a rule about; 10 mont~hs before reaching maturity.
Crassa plants selfed breed ~rtte for this type of growth. There was,
however, a striking recovery after consecutive setting. Some pla~ts of the
later i~tbred genera'~ion beta,me somewhat similar to the normal plants
(Fig. 2). This point is, however, still under investigation.
In crosses with normal unrelated plants the normal type of growth
was always dominant. After selling, these hybrids gave in four families
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522 normal anti 56 crassa plants. Fern: back-cross families using the
same F 1 hybrids consisted of 351 normal and 11.06orassa plants, Assmning
full viability of the crassa types and a monofaetorial segregation, we
should expect gfter selling 174 m'assa plants ~o 522 normals, and after
back-crossing 351 : 351. The actual figures found represent 32"2 per cent.
of the expected value in the ease of selfing and 30.2 per cent. in the ease
of back-crossing. The deviations are of the same magnitude in both
types el! segregating families and are most probably due go the reduced
viability of the crassa type.
The data seem to show that the erassa type is due to one recessive
gene e~., which greatly reduces viability in addition to causing the peculiar
type o¢ growth.
It is, however, remarkable that this recessive gene which has occurred
several times iudependently in 2g2 families of the Langsdor[fii-Sanderae
cross, but has never been observed in pure La,ngsdof[fii or Sanderac lines.
Some~ahing speeiM in these hybrids must be responsible for the occasional
occurrence of this mutation. Seeing that this type as compared with the
normM is only charaeterised by negative properties, reduced vitMity and
abnormal growth, it may be due not to a new recessive gene but possibly
to a chromosome aberration. Experiments arc in progress to elucidate
this point.
LINXAOE8.

The first ~n/cage reported in N. £'a'nderae was the one between the
self-sterility fae'~ors and the basic eolour factor C/c (Brieger and Mangelsdorf, 1926, 199.27). The recombination percentage is on an average about
20 per pent. The same linkage relation was found by East (1932) for the
Le~nysdo.~2~i-ahtta cross. The present data are also in agreement.
One of l;he pollen eolour factors (B1/b 0 belongs to tee same linkage
group. The possibility of such a linkage group occurring was pointed out
by Anderson and de Winton (1931) and by East (1932). Our back-cross
data furnish conclusive evidence (Tables II and III). In these baekCB I B.
crosses, ~ <xreeesslve, the determination of the reeombinatioll
percentage is fairly simple. Half of all plants with the factor B, have
only blue pollen, owing to the segregatiou of the B2/b,, factor pair. Thus
~mong the eolonred offspring having the constitution Cc the deviation
from the 1 : 1 segregation only can be used for ~he calculation of the
linkage. The actual figm'es show a very good 1 : 1 segregation and
indicate thane the linkage between t3 and 131 must be very dose. In the
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white-flowered class all nou-oross-over plants \cbl / must have white
;pollen, and half of the cross-over plants also have white pollen, the other
half blue pollen. In the total oi 856 white-flowered plants ouly f,wo ha([
blue pollen. The linkage is very close a,ud the recontbination percentage
is thus fomad to be only 0.5 per cent.
East (1932) [o and ~hat the lethal efIect originally connected with the
S a ~a,ctor (East and Mangelsdorf, 1926) was due to a in,clot (1) very closely
linked with the st;erility geue, as first suggested by Brieger (1930 b).
Finally, Anderson and de Winton (1931.) have shown that at least one
of the factors responsible for the difference in flower size between ~&/,teb
and LmNsdo~:[fii is located in the same chromosome. Owing to the
polyfaotoriM segregation t,he calculation of the recombination percentages was not possible.
In the map of the first chromosome of N. S(~nder(~e therefore we have
located four factors : the S genes and the lethal factor 1 very closely linked
with S, the G/c :factor pair and agMn very closely linked one of the
factors for blue pollen colour. Owing to the closeness of the linkages it
has not yet been possible to determine the exac~ sequence of the genes.

III

SL

JII

G]3~

..__.,__.

0.5%
The second linlca,ge group is so far represented by three factor pairs.
The ivory factor is linked with the secoud factor responsible for the
blue pollen colour, BJb~. The calculation el the recombination pereentage is somewhat complicated by the segregation of the blue pollen
fa,ctor B1/b~ and further by the fact that in our crosses the two factors are
repelled. The i gene from Langsdo,r~ occurs with the dominant B~ gene.
Assuming comp]ete linkage, all homozygous ivory plants shou]d have the
B 2 factors, but owing to ~]ze segregation for B1/b 1 only half of these ivory
plants show blue pollen. The excess of the white over the blue pollen
class is due to crossing over between i and B~. From Table IV we get in
this class the percentages for the individuM families and the total shown
below.
In ~he class o~ pla~ts with colom:ed flowers (If) all pla,nt~s should have
ivory :flowers except for the cross-overs between I and b~. Half of these
cross-overs aga.in will ha,re white pollen and only half tin,re both dominant
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[actors B 1 and Be. The recombination percentage in this class is twice
the actuM percentage of blue pollen plants.
We can then calculate the following percentages:
[Family mmlbers
i v o r y class :
No. in tinnily
t~erccnl,~gc recessive

<N 782
82
75.6

N 787
86
7.0

N 793
89
5.1

N 799
66
0

Togal
323
22.6

Magcnl,a class :
No. in fkmily
]?creentage recessive

97
16.5

110
12.7

7~t
2,1.3

69
3~.7

350
21.1

The recmnbh~ation percentage in t~he total is approximately 22 per
cent,t

The crassa factor is most probably also located in the same chromosome. The data are not fully conclusive, as in the back-cross families of
double heterozygo~es Ii C~.q. to the double recessives I have so far only
been able to score the normal GrC r offspring. In these back-crosses we
should eN)ect half of the normal offspring to have coloured flowers and
the other half to have ivory flowers if there were no linkage, or only
plants with coloared flowers if the linkage were absolute. In the total of
319 plants 29.5 per cent. had ivory-coloured flowers representing the
recombination value for the linked factors I and Cr. The data in the
individual families were very variable: 42.9 per cent. in 63 plants, 33.8 per
cent. in 136 plants, 14.9 per cent. hi 114 plants, and four plants in six.
The results o f / ~ families show deviations from 25 per cent. which are
of the order expected, with a percentage of recombination of about
30 per cent. In the total of 421 plants 13.1 per cent. had ivory flowers as
compared with 9 per cent. expected. The individual families agahl show a
wide variation; 22.7 per cent. in 88 plants, 14"1 per cent. in 118, 10"5 per
cent. in 114, 5 per cent. in 101.
It would seem to be justifiable to accept the assumption of a linkage
between the i and the Qr locus and take 30 per cent. as the preliminary
reeombh~ ation value.
The order of the three genes cannot be given with certainty, but most
probably it is: I-(20 per cent.)-Bs-(10 per cent.)-C~ and not C~,-(30 per
cent.)-I-(20 per cent.)-B 2. There are indications of a linkage between
C~ and B~ which are only to be expected on the first formula.
The factors for green flower colour and red flower pigment seem to be
h~dependent of each other and of all other factors.
i Prof. J. ]3. 8. Ilald:mc, using i,he met,hod of m a x i m u m likelihood, tbund t h e
value a.s thab estimated above.
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One peculiar fact must, however, be meu:gioned in this connection.
The four crassa plants which have appeared independently h l different
F~ families were all characterised by ~he same flower coloration; they
were all ivory (or possibly ivory on whi~e)plus green, and had blue pollen.
Their constitution must have been
(C) B I i B 2 G

which shows dearly that factors of three linkage groups were present.
As yet I cannot explain this fact. That eybological aberrations ma.y occur
in these types, however, seems not impossible fit view of the fact l;hat
di:fferent authors reported different chromosome numbers--Avm:y (1.929),
]~uttle (1927) 9, Kosgoff (1929) 9 and Christoff (1928) 8. Experiments are
in progress to test the various possible explanations.
From crosses, however, in. which all four genes c, i, B, and B= were
segregating, ig may be conchtded that between these fortr genes not more
than the two link~ges reported above can be detected.
Table VIII gives the results ol selfi.ng in tb.e bud the triple heterozygotes GBi iB~ First considering the segregation of the genes in the
•
Cb i Ibm"
second chromosome and assuming 20 per cent. of recombination, we
shmfld expect after selfing: 51 per ce~,$, t-B2,--24 per cent. I-b2b ~,
24 per cent. iiB2--and I per cent. iib~]~ ,~.'the B~ plants a will also be
B i and have blue pollen, while i~ vdli bal!~t~, ~md be indistinguishable
from b~b~ plants. Finally then we expect: 38.3 per cent. colom'ed bhm,
36-7 per cent. coloured white, 18"0 per cent. ivory blue and 7 per cent.
ivory white. The actual data are in very good agreement with this
expectation, both in the individual families (of. Table VIII) and in the
total given below:

Found
Expeeged
8 ~ n d ~ r d error
Deviation

Col. blue

Col. white

White-blue

Whi~e-white

%

%

43.6
38.3
2.3
+ 5'3

36.3
36.7
2.3
- 0.4

%
13.4

%
6.7

18.0
1.8
-4:.6

7.0
1.2
-0.3

To~l

447

The results obtained after selfiug plants heterozygous for We genes in
the open flower gave the re]lowing resalts which are with one exception
again in agreement with our linkage assmnptions.
In ghe plants Sx
S~ cC B
bli IiB~
bz we expect for the second chromosome
genes the same segregation as given before. But here, on account of the
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linkage between S, C and B, and the eliminating effect of the S x genes,
9/10 of the offspring receive the G B i factors and only 1/10 the b 1
allelomorphs. The expected figures are given below and compared with
the figures found in the three larger families and in the total of all
families (of. also Table VII).
Numbm' i n family
152
133
63
Number in all feanilies 396
Expecl~ed
St~md~rd error"
J0evi~lfion

Col. blue
%
46.0
,17.4
58.7
50.3
,15.9
2.5
+ @4

Col. whRe "Whii~e"-bhm "White"-white
%
%
%
27.0
9'9
17.1
24.8
9.0
18.8
20'6
19'1
1'6
24.2
10.9
14.6
2t.6
21,6
10'9
2.1
2.1
1.7
+ 2.6
- I0' 7
+ 3'7

In two of the families and in the totals there is a striking deficit in
the class "white"-bhte pollen, which I cannot yet explain. But otherwise
the agreement with expectation is quite satisfactory considering the
variation of the recombination values found in the individual cases and
~he possibly varying effect of the parasterility factors.
There are two more types of crosses segregating for all four or at least
~hree loci in question. The crosses represent back-crosses for part of the
factors ~nd F= for others. The data given in Tables V and VI show a very
dose agreement with the expected values. All deviations are considerably smaller than even the simple standard error.
~ONOLUSION.

The factorial analysis of the hybrids between Nieot~cow~ Langsclo~i
Weflnn. and different types of the group N. Sanderae herr. gave results
which are surprisingly sin~ple, considering that these types differ so
strikingly that they were originally placed in different sections of the
genus.
The following genes have been identified:
(1) The white flower colour of some of the Sanderc~e lines is due to a
recessive g e n e c which gives rise to absence of anthocyanin and related
pigments in all organs such as stem, leaves, flowers, anthers and seeds.
All othm" lines of Sc~ndera,e and Lc~ngsdo~ffii are CC.
(2) The ivory flower colom" of the cdata type within, the Sanderac
group, or of La,ngsdor~4, is due to another recessive factor i. All other
types are II.
(3) White flower eolour, cc, is epistatic over the other anthocyanin
factors R / r and I/i.
(4) The red colour of the Foryetia,nc~ type wit]fin ,~anderc~e is dominant
gotrrn, of Genetics xxx
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to magenta. In most oases this oolour is due to one dominant gene 1R,
while some families give more complicated results, indicating a bifaotorial
formula. The dominance of R is not always complete, and further the
oolonr varies under the il~uence of external conditions. Most &#~derae
types, including alatc~, and all La,ngsdorflii plants investigated carry the
magenta gener.
(5) The green flower colour of La,ngsdor~i is mainly due to one
dominant gene G. All ,ganderae types are gg and have vm:y little or no
chlorophyll. I have :[ound one commercial type which diverged Dora
typical alata in the dee]? green colour of the flowers.
(6) The blue pollen colour of La,ngsdorgii is due to two complementary
genes 13, and Bo. All £'~nderae types have white pollen and are homozygous b,h,beb ~.
(7) The c,haracter dark brown verszts green anthers has not been fully
analysed in the material reported on above. All cc plants had green
anthers and apparently all G plants dark anthers. It is, however,
possible Chat more factors are involved (of. East, 1932).
(8) The 13 factors and the c gene do not interact so far as flower
colour and pollen colour are concerned. The t3 factors have no ef/ect on
the first and the cc combination none on the second character. But the
effect of cc on the seed coat colonr and texture is hypostatic to ~hat of
the B factors. All blue pollen plants have brown and round seeds.
(9) A peculiar type of growth is described, characterised by very slow
development, narrow strap-like leaves, and flowers though normal
reduced in numbm'. This orassa type appeared in several families of the
Langsdo,r~i-Sanderae cross and is probably due to one recessive gene %.
All other lines seem normal G~C,..
(10) The factors mentioned show the following linkage relations:
Chromosome I: S-(20 per oent.)-G-(0.5 per oent.)-B,.
Chromosome II: I-(20 per oent.)-B~-(10 per oent.)-C~.
Independent : G and R.
The position of the loci is probably the one given above, but the 13, and
less probably the B~ genes may be on the left of the Q and I loci.
(11) The segregation and expression of the factors studied shows no
influence exerted by the cytoplasm. Only in the case of the green factor
could this possibility not be entirely excluded, as all the segregating
families had the cytoplasm of the non-green parent (&~nderae).
(12) The agreement between the figures found and the expectation is
not always satisfactory, and shows definitely that factors modi[ying the
ratios in various ways are present.
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Note. While this paper has been in the course of publication, we have
been able to investigate the c y t o l o g y of some of the a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d
families. T h e y show abnormalities which m a y explain the deviations
m e n t i o n e d in the text.
T h e p u r e alata line used as tester for the i v o r y gene fairly frequently
shows not nine c h r o m o s o m e pairs, b u t eight pairs and two univalents,
one of which v e r y often lags and is n o t included it~ the d a u g h t e r nuclei.
T h e F~ b e t w e e n white Sc~zde~'ae a n d Forgetic~,~z~ gi:ving a n a b n o r m a l
segregation for the C factor f r e q u e n t l y has, instead of nine pairs, only
five pairs and two groups of :four chromosomes either in ring or chain
association. The dissociation often seems to be non-disjunetional.
I n b o t h cases 97 per cent. of the pollen is good and only a b o u t 3 per
cent. sln'ivelled.
F t t r t h e r and more detailed investigations are being carried out b y
Mr S a r u p Singh and myself.
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EXPLANATION

OF P L A T E

IV,

Fig, 1, Norma.l l}lan~ of N. Nc~nde.rctc and cr~ss~ mu~a~l~.

Fig. 2. Offspring of crassa mu~an~ aCter salting.

